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The digital revolution
meets global vocational training

Because digital media are now such an integral part of our 
lives and workplaces, digitalization is also urgently needed in 
vocational training around the world. In response, the FöPS 
training support program is expanding internationally as the 
HEIDENHAIN EDUCATION SUPPORT PROGRAM (HESP).

Digital services and their remarkable speed are now commonplace. 
In years to come, they are expected to become even more 
widespread in politics, corporate life, and schools. With HESP, 
HEIDENHAIN will be making its own important contribution in many 
countries. To train the next generation of metalworkers, we will be 
providing highly cost-effective, state-of-the-art resources, including 
the Connecting Machining package of functions and the 
StateMonitor MDA software.

But that’s not all. Because knowing how to use the hardware and 
software is essential, we will also be training the trainers, and not 
just once up front: HEIDENHAIN will remain a long-term competent 
resource for manufacturing and digitalization expertise.

Find out more:
HTA-HC@heidenhain.com





The HESP support program from HEIDENHAIN promotes 
NC training in the metalworking industry, with a focus on 
milling and turning.

Support is provided for:

 � Vocational training institutions
 � State vocational schools
 � Universities
 � Apprentice training programs

This support covers equipment and training at reduced prices, 
as well as learning materials.

 � Programming stations for milling or turning
 � Training courses for teachers and trainers of CNC apprentices
 � HIT multimedia training system for interactive learning
 � Trainer kit for explaining high-accuracy encoders
 � Extensive support materials such as user manuals and posters

Training support
at reduced prices

hesp.heidenhain.com

http://hesp.heidenhain.com




Create NC programs as if at the machine with the HEIDENHAIN 
programming stations.

The programming stations are based on the same software found 
on the controls, thus making them ideal as vocational training tools. 
Because programming and simulation are the same as on the 
machine, apprentices gain confidence for the real world. The 
programmability of HEIDENHAIN controls in both Klartext and 
G-code also makes the programming stations ideal training aids 
at schools.

Milling (M) programming station software:
iTNC 530, TNC 320/TNC 620, or TNC 640 for PC

Turning (T) programming station software:
CNC PILOT 640 or MANUALplus 620 for PC

Programming stations at reduced HESP prices*:

 � Version with original TNC operating panel (M)  �850
 � Version with virtual keyboard,  
single-station license (M/T)   �300

 � Version with virtual keyboard, network license  
for 14 stations (M/T)   �3009

 � Version with virtual keyboard, network license  
for 20 stations (M/T)   �3941

* VAT not included

Programming stations
Milling and turning

Download free demo versions with full functionality 
at hesp.heidenhain.com. Would you like to buy a 
programming station? Please send your query to  
HTA-HC@heidenhain.com





With increasing discussion of Industry 4.0, smart factories, 
and automation, digital transformation is clearly on the rise. 
HEIDENHAIN is meeting this growing demand for digital 
manufacturing with its Digital Shop Floor products.

StateMonitor plays a key role. This smart analysis tool can collect, 
evaluate, and visualize machine data. Its Messenger function 
lets you define machine notifications to be sent to the user upon 
malfunctions, pending maintenance, and more.

Functionality overview:
 � Identify machine statuses and optimization potential
 � Monitor production processes, including remotely on mobile 
devices

 � Detect idle time, machine standstill, and program aborts

Leverage the capabilities of our software products, even for 
vocational training, and benefit from our preferential prices.

The complete StateMonitor package (rental license,  
duration: 365 days) at the reduced HESP price: �500*
• StateMonitor basic version with Messenger
• JobTerminal software option
• MaintenanceManager software option
• Software maintenance and support

* VAT not included

Fully connected
with the Digital Shop Floor from HEIDENHAIN

Find out more:
www.heidenhain.com/digital-shop-floor
HTA-HC@heidenhain.com





The HEIDENHAIN training centers offer all levels of training to 
lecturers, teachers, and trainee supervisors at special HESP 
conditions.

Basic courses
 � iTNC 530 Klartext Programming
 � TNC 640 Klartext Programming
 � CNC PILOT 640

Advanced
 � TNC Klartext programming

Expert-level courses
 � Measuring Workpieces with a 3D Touch Probe on the iTNC 530
 � Measuring Workpieces with a 3D Touch Probe on the TNC 640

You will receive all NC standard training courses at a reduced HESP 
price of �300 each (VAT not included).

For all offered training courses,  
visit https://www.klartext-portal.com/en/training/

Training
for trainers

Do you have any questions, or would you like to find out 
more? You can reach us at HTA-HC@heidenhain.com





HIT perfectly combines theoretical learning and real-world 
practice in a multimedia online platform for HEIDENHAIN 
controls.

The HIT learning software was developed specifically for students 
and is based on the Moodle learning platform widely used at schools 
and universities. HIT teaches the most important elements of CNC 
milling and turning machines, as well as basic CNC programming, 
using animated videos, exercises, and tests. Our HIT Milling 3+2 
Axis Machining learning package goes into greater depth on topics 
such as machining in a tilted plane.

The HIT Guidebook supports students and serves as a guide for the 
HIT learning software.

HIT
HEIDENHAIN Iinteractive Training

Test the free HIT learning software Demo license now, 
or request the Single-Station and Classroom licenses 
at HTA-HC@heidenhain.com

The free demo version of the programming station lets you 
graphically simulate all HIT programming tasks.

HIT prices*
HIT Demo license   Free of charge
HIT Single-Station license   �30
HIT Basic Classroom license  �330
HIT Premium Classroom license �660

* VAT not included



Intuitive course materials
Practical aids for explaining complex topics

Where are the axes in the machine envelope?
How does high-accuracy positioning work?
Why should tools in the machine be checked regularly?

Answers to these and many other complex questions are provided 
in the HESP program course materials in an easy-to-understand 
format.

 � The HEIDENHAIN coordinate system model eliminates the need 
for imperfect mnemonic aids. At just a glance, it shows the 
spatial arrangement of the axes, making it an essential aid for 
those learning to tilt.

 � The trainer kit contains a glass scale, a linear encoder, a rotary 
encoder, and DVDs that explain high-accuracy positioning.



HEIDENHAIN CORPORATION
333 East State Parkway
Schaumburg, IL 60173-5337, USA
{ +1 847 490-1191
| +1 847 490-3931
E-mail: info@heidenhain.us

www.heidenhain.us

The Digital Twin

An accurate simulation model

of your machine for the office

     Detects and prevents

     collisions between

     tools and fixtures

     Works even with

     complex 5-axis  

     motion 

     Simulates machine

     functions and 

     kinematics

The HEIDENHAIN Digital Twin converts the front-office programming  

station into an exact simulation model of the shopfloor machine.  

Machine operators then know that a program created with CAM or the 

programming station will run seamlessly in real life. Budding TNC  

experts can practice realistic programming in a safe environment.  

The Digital Twin reduces simulation, debugging, and machine setup 

times.

See how it works

in the video!

www.heidenhain.com

Know that nothing will go wrong!

StateMonitor 
with Messenger

Monitor your machines, 
even when you’re away

Digitally connect your machines for 
greater transparency, higher effici-
ency, and more reliable processes.

     Productive

     Non-productive

     Not ready

 

HEIDENHAIN StateMonitor gives you real-time insight into the  
production processes of your machine tools. The software monitors 
and displays your machines on a dashboard for your PC, tablet, or 
smartphone. A status overview shows the machine statuses and  
current machine messages. The Messenger function sends push  
notifications to designated staff, alerting them to machine messages, 
malfunctions, and pending maintenance.

www.heidenhain.com

Now I don’t miss a thing!

Learn more about StateMonitor 
and how it can help you.

Dynamic Collision 
Monitoring (DCM)High certainty for fast 

and demanding machining 

tasks with the TNC

Complex machine motion is  

difficult to predict, especially in the 

field of 5-axis machining. DCM  

monitors the machining operation 

and interrupts it before collisions 

can occur.

The work envelope and fixtures are 

simulated in realistic 3D models, 

providing an accurate simulation of 

the machining operation for collision 

monitoring. 

HEIDENHAIN DCM (Dynamic Collision Monitoring) monitors the  

work envelope for potential collisions involving machine elements,  

fixtures, and tools, both during program simulation and machining. 

This prevents machine damage and makes unattended shifts more  

reliable. DCM works in both automatic and manual mode. An error 

message and graphical rendering show the operator which machine 

components are on a collision course.

www.heidenhain.com

Damage to my machine? Not a chance!

Find out more about DCM!

These posters describe the following functions and options of the HEIDENHAIN controls  
and Digital Shop Floor: DCM collision monitoring, StateMonitor, and the Digital Twin.

Posters for the classroom
make learning easy


